20” x 44”

Freedom!

Table Topper or Wall Hanging

FABRIC
RED .......................1¼ yards for stripes, backing, and binding
BLUE .....................13″ x 13″ background for stars
WHITE..................1/3 yard for stripes
Fat quarter or assorted whites for stars
MATERIALS
Pre-Cut Table Runner Form
Bosal Table Runner Doubled Sided Fusible Foam #439B 20” x 50”
Or
Bosal Table Runner Craf-tex Double Sided Fusible #439A 20” x 50”
Bosal Splendid Web (paper backed fusible) for stars
Teflon Pressing Sheet
Chalk marker
CUT
RED Fabric
(7) 2” x width of fabric strips for stripes
(4) 2½” x width of fabric for binding
(1) 20” x width of fabric for backing
BLUE Fabric
(1) 13” x 13” background for stars
WHITE Fabric
(6) 2” x width of fabric strips for stripes
Fuse Splendid Web to wrong side of white fabric(s) then cut out (13) or
any number of stars. Sizzix Primitive Stars die was used in Freedom! pictured above. Star shapes of your choice, any size and number, may be
substituted.
TABLE RUNNER Form
(1) 20” x 44”

FIELD OF STARS
Using chalk on the blue fabric, mark a 10” h by 12” w centered rectangle.
May use Scan N Cut or die cutter machine to make stars.
Remove paper and fuse stars scattered inside the 10” x 12” area.
Zigzag, blanket or fancy stitch stars by machine to blue background.
Measure the height of the 7-strip set.
Square up blue background to match height of 7-strip set
COMPLETE TOP
Square up left side of 7-strip set.
Pin field of stars on the left side of 7-strip set, right sides together.
Stitch then press seam open.
Place the 7-strip set right sides together to 6-strip set matching white strip
to red strip. NOTE: There will be extra fabric remaining on the 7-strip
set.
Stitch together. Cut off extra fabric on 7-stip set.
LAYER & FUSE
Layer Teflon pressing sheet, table runner form then top, right side up.
Steam press starting at center keeping iron on each section 6 to 9 seconds to fuse.
Fuse all areas of the top then flip and fuse the backing. NOTE: Adjust
fabric as you go to maintain alignment.
QUILT
Quilt as desired. NOTE: Straight line quilting is recommended.
SQUARE UP

BIND
Stitch the binding strips together with mitered seams.
CONSTRUCT
Trim seams and press open.
STRIPES
Stitch a 7-strip set together beginning with red and alternating white, red, Fold wrong sides together lengthwise and press.
white, red, white and finishing with red. Press seams open. Set aside. Bind using your favorite technique. For No-Lumpy-Bumpy Binding visit
EazyPeazyQuilt.com/Freebeez for downloadable instructions.
Repeat for a second set of 6-strips beginning with white and alternating
red, white, red, white, red. Press seams open.
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